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So how is Fitbit responding? By making their trackers more subtle than before. The Fitbit Luxe, as the name suggests, is designed to be the more fashionable activity tracker you can buy. While it ...
Fitbit Luxe: Fashion-conscious fitness tracker to beat the bands
Not that Antiparos has any kind of reputation for the kind of Dionysian revelry for which its more famous neighbouring Cycladic islands are known. There is history among these austere, scattered rocks ...
Laid-back luxe at The Rooster, Antiparos
The Fitbit Luxe blends a fashionable design into a minimalist package that doesn't skimp out on the usual set of metrics we come to expect with fitness trackers ...
Fitbit Luxe review: Beautifully designed, yet modest in size
For $150, the Luxe is a tiny, capable fitness tracker that can track pretty much everything. But its size is also one of its drawbacks ...
Fitbit Luxe review: A tiny tracker that’s both easy and hard on the eyes
No matter whether you're designing your dream home or dreaming about improving the home you have, the 2021 Parade of Homes is a great resource for learning about the latest ...
What's the latest in luxe interiors? Find out with a look inside 3 houses from the 2021 Parade of Homes
Season 1 TV show/series online. Find out where you can watch or stream this Drama show/series in English on Digit Binge.
Luxe Listings Sydney - Season 1
We’re talking about ‘The Luxe Life’, the first virtual conclave by Tata CliQ Luxury (16-18th July), hosted in association with American Express, that will bring together celebrated speakers who will ...
Tata CliQ Luxury’s The Luxe Life is all set to decode the new philosophy of luxury
The Fitbit Luxe is easy to wear, sleek and fashionable with a clear AMOLED display and excellent heart-and sleep-rate monitoring.
TecSpec: Watch out, the new Fitbit Luxe is a looker
Things move fast in this real estate market. Mere days after the series debut, Amazon has renewed “Luxe Listings Sydney” for Season 2. G’day, indeed. Production in Sydney is already underway. Sounds ...
‘Luxe Listings Sydney’ Renewed for Season 2 by Amazon
The Pathfinder Platinum tested starts at US$48,090, but with a lighting package (US$795) and floor mats for the captain’s chairs (US$255) it reached US$50,290. The entry-level trim on the QX60 starts ...
The Platinum Pathfinder Is a Lot of Luxe for $50,000
Abloh said he hopes the deal will ensure that Off-White will be “on historic corners all over the world for years to come.” ...
LVMH acquires 60% stake in Off-White; Virgil Abloh gets a seat at the luxe group's power table
Welcome to Mae Mei! Meet our new Business Director, Head of Lifestyle and Corporate Communications at our office in Shanghai. With Mae on board, Gusto Luxe has launched a bespoke corporate ...
Gusto Luxe Review - January 2021
Two chic new hotels, Hotel San Luis Obispo and Hotel Cerro, transform San Luis Obispo from drive-by to check-in.
SLO Ups the Luxe: San Luis Obispo Getaway
C omparing units outstanding versus one week ago at the coverage universe of ETFs at ETF Channel, the biggest inflow was seen in the SPDR Portfolio S&P 500 Growth ETF, which added 6,950,000 units, or ...
SPYG, LUXE: Big ETF Inflows
Scientist and nature lover Jené Roestorf and co-founder Rachel Chan of Luxe Botanics adopt green chemistry for their organic skincare line to give back to the world Entrepreneurs have different ...
Founders of Singapore eco-luxe beauty brand care for customers, the community and the planet
On the long aspirational ladder of watch collecting, Richard Mille looms right about the upper rungs, somewhere up in the clouds. In watchmaking, Mille is a maverick and doesn’t much mind who knows it ...
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Richard Mille's New Ultra-Luxe RM 029 Automatic Pays Homage to Le Mans
The Archer Residences, a boutique luxury condominium building on Temple Street, has a stunning view of Beacon Hill.
Check out the views of the State House from Beacon Hill's newest luxe condos
Popular TV actor Ram Kapoor is fond of collecting mean machines. Recently, the star has added another car to his jaw-dropping collection. Kapoor bought a Porsche 911 Carrera S which has been assembled ...
TV Actor Ram Kapoor Adds Porsche 911 Carrera S to His Luxe Wheels Collection
CastingChhabra @aanandlrai @ektarkapoor @MahaveerJainMum @MaddockFilms @WardaNadiadwala @montoo pic.twitter.com/3G0w2YGMBi Happy Birthday Mummy Ji is entirely around and about Shah. Her name,
Suchi, ...
Happy Birthday Mummy Ji Review: Shefali Shah’s Directorial Debut Is Luxe Footage Papering Over A Thin, Barely Fleshed Idea
Australia — the home of the Sydney Opera House, Rebel Wilson and kangaroos — is also home to some of the world’s most luxurious multimillion dollar properties.
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